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The development of highly efficient, low cost and environment-friendly solutions for the conversion of

nitrogen gas to ammonia under ambient conditions has great industrial and academic significance.

Single-atom catalysis (SAC) is recognized to have high potential in this area due to its rich chemical and

physical properties. In this work, we proposed a Mo atom anchored covalent organic framework (MoPc-

TFPN) for photo-assisted electrocatalysis of the N2 reduction reaction using first-principles calculations.

Our theoretical results demonstrated that this MoPc-TFPN catalyst has a considerably low onset

potential of �0.24 V, which is comparable to or better than those of widely used noble catalysts.

Because Mo denotes electrons to the Pc-TFPN substrate, the positive charged Mo has low binding

affinity to H, thus greatly suppressing the competing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). More

importantly, the MoPc-TFPN has appropriate band edges with high light-absorption efficiency, which

could be beneficial to improve the electrocatalytic efficiency of the NRR. This work uncovers

a promising strategy for nitrogen fixation by photo-enhanced electrocatalysis under ambient conditions

which could combine the ultimate functions of 2D semiconducting nanostructures for high performance

catalysis.
1. Introduction

The conversion of gaseous nitrogen (N2) to ammonia (NH3) has
high industrial signicance.1 However, the strong inertness of
the N^N bondmakes the NH3 production technically difficult.2

Nowadays, the industrial NH3 production mainly follows the
traditional Haber–Bosch process. Using Fe- or Mo-based cata-
lysts, N2 and hydrogen (H2) were circulated over the catalyst at
a temperature of about 500 �C at a high pressure (150–350 atm)
to produce NH3.3–5 The industrial-scale production of NH3 faces
the drawbacks of high energy consumption and low conversion
rate. The development of economic and environment-friendly
strategies to overcome these drawbacks of the Haber–Bosch
method is highly desirable. In the biogeochemical nitrogen
cycle, nitrogen xation is catalyzed by an enzyme complex,
nitrogenase, accounting for over 60% of the total atmospheric
N2 xed.6,7 Inspired by biological nitrogen xation,
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heterogeneous catalysts through multiple proton and electron
transfer steps for low energy consumption and zero CO2 emis-
sion were proposed and have demonstrated big success.8,9

Currently, anchoring single-atom metals on the surface of
2D materials opened up a promising strategy to utilize the
surface sites and improve the NRR process due to their high
specic activity and maximum atom utilization. Furthermore,
the positively charged metal atoms in SACs might be effective in
suppressing the HER process by the coulombic interaction on
the surface. SACs have been widely applied in a series of cata-
lytic reactions,10,11 e.g., hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),12

oxygen evolution reaction (OER),13 oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR),14 NRR,15 etc. Unfortunately, the high surface free energy
of the anchored metal atoms results in migration and aggre-
gation of active atoms during synthetic and catalytic processes,
which leads to the rapid decay of catalytic activity.

With respect to SACs, two-dimensional covalent organic
frameworks (2D-COFs) with porous congurations have drawn
increasing interest, due to their high surface area, regular pore
size, excellent electrical properties, tailorable structure and
high stability.16,17 A promising strategy to address the problem
of active TM atom aggregation is to deposit TMs in 2D COFs.18

Porous 2D COFs with modularly tunable structures assembled
from metal cations and organic ligands hold great promise in
gas sensors,19 magnetism,20 hyperbolic materials,21 photo/elec-
trocatalysts,22,23 and so on. Especially, the porous congurations
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957 | 19949
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of 2D-COFs offer abundant sites to anchor TM atoms.24 The p–p
conjugation in 2D COFs can not only inhibit the aggregation of
TM atoms and facilitate electron transportation in chemical
reactions but also facilitates chemical reactions.25 Very recently,
Lan and co-workers reported the successful synthesis of dioxin-
linked metallophthalocyanine covalent organic frameworks
(MPc-TFPN COF) where the M represents Ni, Co or Zn.26

Benetting from the rich electrons of M atoms and efficient
light absorption, electrocatalytic CO2 reduction (ECR) was
realized by the MPc-TFPN COF with remarkably high activity,
stability and selectivity.

Numerous theoretical studies have highlighted the high
NRR activity of 2D materials when anchored with Mo atoms,
such as BN,27 graphdiyne,28 C9N4 (ref. 29) and 2D-COFs,30,31

suggesting a promising strategy for the development of Mo-
based NRR catalysts. Yang and co-workers have predicted the
NRR performance of Mo atoms anchored on the BM-b12
monolayer with an onset potential of �0.26 V.32 Motivated by
the above reports, we anticipate that isolated Mo atoms
anchored on the MPc-TFPN monolayer (MoPc-TFPN) would be
a promising electrocatalyst for N2 xation in this work. In
contrast to the easy-aggregation of Mo on the surface of gra-
phene,33 TM–N4 can anchor stably on the MPc-TFPN and
distribute evenly. Through rst-principles calculations, we
demonstrated that the MoPc-TFPN displays the highest NRR
catalytic activity compared to all architectures reported before.
The NRR onset potential is as low as 0.24 V, which is even lower
than that of noble catalysts and COF-based catalysts. Our results
also reveal that MoPc-TFPN has highly efficient optical
absorption and large optical voltage which are the key features
to drive the NRR process. In addition, the adsorption and
activation of N2 on MoPc-TFPN can be explained from the
perspective of valence bond theory. This study provides a new
and efficient approach for NRR photo-/electrocatalysts which
could stimulate future experimental studies in this area.

2. Methods and computational details

Spin-polarized rst-principles calculations were carried out on
the basis of density functional theory (DFT) implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code to investigate
the NRR on the MoPc-TFPN.34,35 The electron–electron interac-
tion was treated by the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) style
within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).36

Considering the porous conguration of the MoPc-TFPN, the
van der Waals interaction was involved using the empirical
correction in the Grimme's scheme (DFT-D3).37 The projected
augmented wave (PAW) potential38 was utilized to describe the
ion–electron interaction and the energy cutoff employed for
plane-wave expansion of electron wave function in real space
was set to 500 eV. The iterative convergences of energy and force
were 10�5 eV and 0.01 eV Å�1, respectively. An extra about 20 Å
vacuum region was inserted along the z-direction to avoid
mutual interaction between two periodic units. The Brillouin
zone was sampled by a 3 � 3 � 1 k-point grid for electronic
property calculation, whereas only the G point was considered
in structural optimization. This k-point strategy has been
19950 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957
veried to give sufficient accuracy. The HSE06 hybrid functional
was utilized to calculate the electronic band structure and
optical absorption spectrum. The thermal stability of the 2D
MoPc-TFPN surface was studied by Ab initio Molecular
Dynamics (AIMD) calculations at 800 K for 5000 fs. In addition,
visualization analysis of charge density difference was per-
formed by the VESTA code.39 Taking into account that the NRR
is conducted in aqueous electrolytes, the effects of aqueous
solution were calculated with the implicit solvation model.40

The calculations of Gibbs free-energy change (DG) for each
elemental step were based on the computational hydrogen
electrode model proposed by Nørskov et al.,41 which can be
computed by

DG ¼ DE + DEZPE � TDS � DGU + DGpH

where DE is the difference in reaction energy between products
and reactants adsorbed on the catalyst surface obtained by
using the DFT calculations, DEZPE is the zero-point energy
difference between the adsorben and free molecules which can
be evaluated from the vibration frequencies. T and S are the
temperature and entropy, which can be found in the ESI.† DGU

¼ �eU in which U is dened relative to the SHE. DGpH ¼ kBT �
ln 10� pH is the correction of the free energy for H+, where kB is
the Boltzmann constant. In our calculations, we took T¼ 298.15
K, U¼ 0 V and pH¼ 0. The detailed energetic characteristics for
reaction intermediates are summarized in Tables S1 and S2 in
the ESI.†
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structure and stability of MoPc-TFPN

In experiments, the MPc-TFPN COF (M ¼ Ni, Co, Zn) mono-
layers were synthesized by condensing 2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-
octahydroxyphthalocyaninato metal (MPc-8OH) with tetra-
uorophthalonitrile (TFPN) to form three dioxin-linked phtha-
locyanine COFs26 as shown in Fig. 1(a). The TM atoms are
embedded in the framework by forming TM–N4 units. In this
work, we considered a specic MoPc-TFPN COF with Mo
doping. To evaluate the structural stability, we dened the
binding strength (Eb) between Mo and the Pc-TFPN framework
as Eb ¼ EMoPc-TFPN � EMo � EPc-TFPN, with EMoPc-TFPN, EMo and
EPc-TFPN depicting the energies of MoPc-TFPN, single Mo atoms
and Pc-TFPN, respectively. Aer full structural optimization, it
is found that the Mo atoms are rmly anchored onto the Pc-
TFPN with Eb of �9.72 eV per Mo. For comparison, we also
calculated the cohesive energy (Ecoh) of the Mo metal using the
denition: Ecoh ¼ (Ebulk � n� EMo)/n, where Ebulk represents the
energy of the Mo crystal and n is the number of Mo atoms in the
crystal. Using the same theoretical level of Eb, the Ecoh of Mo is
determined to be �6.89 eV per Mo, which is obviously higher
than Eb. This implies that the interaction between Mo and Pc-
TFPN is strong enough to avoid the self-aggregation of the
anchored Mo atoms. By Bader charge analysis, about 1.47
electrons are transferred from each Mo atom to the Pc-TFPN
COF, revealing the strong coupling of Mo to Pc-TFPN, which
is conducive to enhancing Mo–N4 bonds, thereby conrming
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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Fig. 1 (a) Top view of the atomic configuration of 2D MoPc-TFPN. The primitive cell is indicated by a black dotted square. The Mo, N, C, O and H
atoms are represented by orange, purple, green, red and pink spheres, respectively. (b) Variations of energy and temperature during 5000 fs AIMD
simulation.
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the glorious structural stability of the MoPc-TFPN COF catalyst.
To further verify the thermodynamic stability of MoPc-TFPN, Ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations (AIMD) were conducted
at a high temperature of 800 K for 5 ps with a time step of 1 fs,
during which the total energy was monitored. As demonstrated
in Fig. 1(b), the total energy quickly reached the equilibrium of
�612 eV in about 1 ps and remained constant in the last
simulations. Considerably small uctuations are observed
which is a direct indication of the high thermodynamic stability
of MoPc-TFPN.
Fig. 2 Top and side views of the optimized configurations and the ch
adopting the (a) end-on pattern and (b) side-on pattern. The charge accu
The projected crystal orbital Hamilton population (-pCOHP) of the N^N b
side-on pattern.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
3.2. Chemisorption and activation of N2

The rst step of the NRR reaction is the chemisorption and
activation of N2 on the electrocatalyst. From our preliminary
calculations, the ground state of MoPc-TFPN is spin-polarized
and the spin is highly localized at the Mo atom with
a magnetic moment of about 4 mB, which plays a vital role in N2

activation. In addition, Bader charge analysis shows that 1.47
electrons are transferred from each Mo atom to the Pc-TFPN
substrate, making the Mo atom highly positively charged and
an ideal activation site for N2 capture and activation. Aer
arge density difference of the N2 molecule adsorbed on MoPc-TFPN
mulation and depletion are displayed by the orange and green region.
ond and TM–N after adsorption of N2 via the (c) end-on pattern and (d)

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957 | 19951
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structural optimization, two stable binding orientations were
detected for the N2 on the MoPc-TFPN surface which are
denoted as end-on and side-on congurations as depicted in
Fig. 2. The lengths of the Mo–N bonds for the end-on and side-
on patterns are 1.94 and 1.96 Å, respectively. The free energies
of N2 adsorption are �0.55 eV (end-on) and �0.01 eV (side-on),
indicating that the chemisorption of nitrogen is a spontaneous
process from the gaseous N2, especially for the end-on pattern.
Signicant charge transfer was observed between the anchored
Mo atom and N2 for both adsorption congurations. In detail,
there are 0.28 and 0.64 electrons transferred to MoPc-TFPN for
the end-on and side-onmodes. This difference can be attributed
to the higher amount of back-donation taking place in the side-
on the than the end-on mode.42 The charge redistribution can
be visualized by the charge accumulation and depletion dis-
played by the orange and green region in Fig. 2(a) and (b), where
the electron transfer in the side-on case is more obvious than
the end-on case. Moreover, the stability of adsorbed N2 is
correlated with the occupancy of antibonding orbitals, as shown
in Fig. 2(c). The antibonding orbitals of the side-on model are
closer to the EF compared with that of end-on, implying that the
transferred electrons occupy the antibonding orbitals in the
side-on mode. Furthermore, the integrated crystal orbital
Hamilton population (ICOHP) values of the N^N bond in the
*N2 intermediate are �7.05 and �3.19 for the end-on and side-
on congurations, respectively.43,44 All these results indicate
that the end-on mode is energetically more favorable than the
side-on binding mode.

The reaction of the N2 adsorbate with the exposed Mo atom
follows the “acceptance–donation” mechanism.45 More speci-
cally, as depicted in Fig. 3(c), the Mo atom at the center pos-
sessing the empty d orbital can “accept” the lone-pair electrons
from the N2 to strengthen the Mo–N bond, and meanwhile
Fig. 3 (a) Partial density of states (PDOS) of the free N2 molecule and iso
and N2-MoPc-TFPN complex via the end-on pattern. (c) Schematic diag

19952 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957
“donate” electrons to the antibonding orbitals of N2 to weaken
the N^N bond. To verify the essential orbitals in the NRR
reaction, each orbital of gaseous N2 near the Fermi level (EF),
i.e., 2s, 2s*, 2p, 3s and 2p*, and the 3s orbital is summarized
in Fig. 3(a) which is represented as the partial density of states
(PDOS). The unoccupied d orbitals of the Mo atom on theMoPc-
TFPN accept electrons from the 2p and 3smolecular orbitals of
N2, forming the bonding states to strengthen the N2 adsorption
and becoming metallic. Good electrical conductivity is the
essential factor to improve the electrocatalytic performance of
the NRR. Meanwhile, the occupied d orbitals donate electrons
to the 2p* orbital of N2, as shown by partial density of states
(PDOS) in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Therefore, these electronic features
make MoPc-TFPN a promising catalyst for the conversion of N2

to NH3.
3.3. Reaction pathway and free energy prole

As depicted in Fig. 4, the electrocatalytic nitrogen-to-ammonia
conversion is a complicating process which includes two
different N2 adsorption congurations (end-on and side-on
modes as shown in Fig. 2), four possible reaction pathways
(distal, alternating, consecutive and enzymatic routes) and six
proton/electron pair (H+/e�) reduction steps. In the following,
we discuss these reaction pathways and the corresponding
proles of free energy DG. The model structures with top and
side views of the whole process are shown in Fig. S1–S4 in the
ESI.†

We rstly assessed the distal pathway and calculated the
reaction energy prole shown in Fig. 5(a). For the rst hydro-
genation step (*N2 + *H / *N2H), it is uphill by 0.24 eV due to
the weak adsorption of N2H* species. Subsequently, the third
proton/electron pairs attack the distal N atom of *N2H2,
breaking the N–N bond to release the rst NH3 molecule. The
lated MoPc-TFPN surface. (b) The PDOS of the adsorbed N2 molecule
ram of the N2 molecule bonding to the Mo atom.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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Fig. 4 Schematic depiction of four pathways for N2 reduction to NH3.
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remaining *N is then hydrogenated to form *NH, *NH2 and
*NH3 by successively adsorbing three proton/electron pairs. The
hydrogenation of *N2 to *N2H has a Gibbs free energy barrier of
only 0.24 eV. This value of hydrogenation is signicantly lower
than those of most of the TM-based SACs for the NRR reported
Fig. 5 Gibbs free energy diagrams for the NRR on MoPc-TFPN through
water solvent.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
so far and this hydrogenation reaction has been believed to be
the potential-determining step (PDS).46–48

Additionally, we also investigated the alternating pathway
(Fig. 5(b)). It is worth mentioning that the rst two steps in the
NRR are identical for the distal and the alternating pathways,
i.e., N2 / *N2 and *N2 + *H / *N2H. The protonation step of
*N2H + *H / *NHNH has the maximum change of Gibbs free
energy of 0.72 eV. Subsequently, proton/electron pairs consec-
utively attack the N atoms to form *NHNH2 and *NH2NH2

species, and meanwhile the N^N bond is elongated but does
not break, initiating the N2 activation. Compared with the
alternating mechanism, the NRR by the MoPc-TFPN monolayer
via the distal mechanism is energetically favorable for the
protonation steps of *N2H + *H / *N2H2 and *N2H2 + *H /

*N + NH3(g) as the free energies are calculated to be �0.26 and
�1.38 eV, respectively. In the last step, the two nitrogen atoms
are hydrogenated sequentially, releasing two ammonia
molecules.

For the enzymatic pathway illustrated in Fig. 5(c), N2 atoms
bind to the catalyst surface in a side-on binding mode. Gener-
ally, the trend of the energy prole in the enzymatic pathway is
similar to that of the alternating pathway. The adsorbed N2

molecule is rstly hydrogenated by reaction with a (H+ + e�) pair
to produce *N*NH. Aer a series of hydrogenation steps, the
*N*NH is successively reduced to *NH*NH, *NH*NH2, *NH2-
*NH2 and *NH2 + NH3(g), with the corresponding values of DG
being 0.42, 0.09, �0.67 and �1.90 eV, respectively. The free
energy change in the rst hydrogenation step (*N2 + *H /

*N*NH) is superior to the alternating pathway with a consider-
ably small PDS of 0.25 V. However, from the perspective of the
(a) distal, (b) alternating, (c) enzymatic and (d) consecutive pathways in

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957 | 19953
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Fig. 6 (a) Schematic structures of the three moieties on MoPc-TFPN with NmHn adsorption. (b) The Bader charge variations of the three
moieties along the distal reaction pathway. The charge variation starts from N2 adsorption which is defined as step 0.

Fig. 7 Free energy diagram of the HER and NRR on MoPc-TFPN; U ¼
�0.24 V is the NRR onset potential.
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minimum energy principle, the enzymatic pathway is energet-
ically unfavorable because nitrogen adsorption is more stable in
end-on mode.

Finally, for the consecutive pathway in Fig. 5(d), the PDS is
the hydrogenation of *N*N into *N*NHwith a low free energy of
0.25 eV, which is endothermic while all the others are
exothermic. The general trend of the energy prole in the last
four steps (the formation and desorption of NH3) is similar to
that in the distal pathway. The rate-determining step of the four
reaction pathways is the rst hydrogenation process with
a negligible onset potential difference. From all the above
results, the low over-potential endows MoPc-TFPN with a high
potential to act as a highly efficient catalyst for N2 reduction into
NH3 with low energy consumption. Based on the above PDS and
energy analysis, it is found that the distal reaction pathway is
the most favorable pathway with a considerably low onset
potential of �0.24 V relative to the SHE, which is superior to
other recently proposed efficient SACs, such as single Pt atom
supported on g-C3N4,49 single-atom Fe implanted nitrogen-
doped carbon catalysts (Fe1-N-C)50 and N-doped porous
carbon.51 It is noteworthy that *NH3 / NH3(g) showed an
uphill energy change independent of the applied potential with
a NH3 desorption energy of 1.23 eV, which is disadvantageous
for NH3 release. However, in the experiments, the ammonia
does not exist in the form of gaseous ammonia, but as
protonated NH4

+ ions.52–54 It has also been proved that this step
19954 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957
is actually not an obstacle because *NH3 is prone to protonation
to form NH4

+ in the acidic electrolyte (pH ¼ 0).44,55 In addition,
our predicted value (1.23 eV) is much lower than that of B@g-CN
(2.23 eV)56 and Pt-SACs/CTF (1.40 eV)57 NRR catalysts. For
comparison, the Pt-SACs/CTF nanosheets are experimentally
reported to have excellent NRR photocatalytic performance and
the potential of photogenerated electrons (�0.54 V) is sufficient
to drive the NRR.57 Therefore, the desorption of NH3 from the
MoPc-TFPN in the current study is expected to be not difficult.

Considering that the electrocatalytic NRR takes place in an
aqueous environment,58 we considered the solvation effects in
our calculations by VASPsol. It is found that the solvation has
different contributions to the energetic features of the inter-
mediate, where the onset potential was lowered by �0.1 eV.
Additionally, because the NRR process involves complicated
surface–adsorbate interactions, enthalpy correction to the
Gibbs free energy should be included, which is about 0.03–
0.11 eV, consistent with the previous report.47 The Gibbs free
energy diagrams with and without the solvation and enthalpy
corrections are summarized in Fig. S5.† It is seen that the Gibbs
free energy change of the PDS for the distal NRR mechanism is
reduced from 0.24 to 0.21 eV. Furthermore, the thermal
corrections

Ð
CpdT for each individual adsorbed species on Mo-

TFPN are also calculated and given in Table S2.† Notably, the
above corrections not only substantially changed Gibbs free
energies but also altered the identity of the PDS.
3.4. Origin of the high NRR activity

To probe the mechanistic origin of the high catalytic activity of
MoPc-TFPN, for each hydrogenation step we analyzed the
charge transfer between the reactants. For the whole NRR
process, each intermediate can be divided into three moieties:56

NmHn (moiety 1), the MoN4 unit composed of a Mo atom with
four surrounding N atoms (moiety 2) and the Pc-TFPN ligand
without N4 (moiety 3), as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). From Fig. 6(b)
and Table S3 in the ESI† we can see that the adsorbed NmHn can
obtain electrons from the Pc-TFPN substrate during the N2

adsorption, the rst hydrogenation step and the *N–NH3

formation. In the following, the redundant electrons of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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Fig. 8 (a)The spin-polarized band structures of the MoPc-TFPN monolayer from the PBE hybrid functional. The Fermi level is at zero. (b) The
charge distributions of the Kohn–Sham electron wavefunctions of the VBM and CBM of the MoPc-TFPN monolayer. The isosurface value is
0.003 e Å�3. (c)The optical absorption coefficients of the MoPc-TFPN monolayer using the HSE06 functional. (d) Schematic illustration of the
band edge positions of MoPc-TFPN. ENHE and EAVS denote energy levels relative to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) at pH ¼ 0 and the
absolute vacuum scale (AVS), respectively.
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NmHn transferred back to the substrate. Thus, the variations of
the charges of moiety 1 and moiety 3 change in an opposite
manner, while for the MoN4 unit moiety, it mainly acts as an
intermediary of electrons to translocate between the Pc-TFPN
and NmHn species in the subsequent four hydrogenation
processes, although a constant net charge of �0.2 jej is
observed. As a consequence, efficient charge transfer to N2 is
recognized to be one essential factor to the enhanced NRR
catalyst.
3.5. Selectivity of MoPc-TFPN for the NRR against HER

Ammonia selectivity against the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) is another crucial criterion to evaluate the NRR catalytic
performance, because the HER is considered to be a competing
reaction to the NRR in acidic electrolytes.59 Poor selectivity to
ammonia will cause excessive hydrogen adsorption on the
active sites, causing deactivation of the catalyst and inhibiting
the two reactions. On the other hand, from a kinetic point of
view, the combination of protons and electrons will generate H2

instead of NH3. Therefore, in the NRR reaction, it is of great
signicance to suppress the competing HER process.

Our calculations showed that the adsorption energy of a H atom
on MoPc-TFPN is about �0.55 eV, which is considerably weaker
than the binding of a N2 molecule on MoPc-TFPN (�0.82 eV). This
implies that the N2 molecule has higher priority than H2 to bind
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
with MoPc-TFPN, which suppresses the subsequent HER. The
specic values of DGH and DGN2

for MoPc-TFPN are determined to
be �0.26 and �0.55 eV when U ¼ 0 vs. SHE. It will lead to pref-
erential coverage of N2 molecules on the TM, instead of H. More-
over, the Gibbs free energy of H adsorption on the surface of MoPc-
TFPN (jDGHj ¼ 0.26 eV) is higher than the onset potential of the
NRR (0.24 eV). Thus, when the electrode potential of �0.24 V is
adopted, the NRR can proceed spontaneously along the distal
pathway because the HER faces an energy barrier of about 0.02 eV
as shown in Fig. 7. As a consequence, the MoPc-TFPN should
exhibit a high NRR selectivity and suppressed HER. Additionally,
the possible poisoning effects of H2Omolecules on theMoPc-TFPN
catalyst have also been explicitly considered in our calculations,
where the binding energy of a H2O molecule on the Mo atom of
MoPc-TFPN in the aqueous solution is only �0.36 eV, indicating
that the presence of a H2O molecule will not poison the catalyst.30
3.6. Optical performance of MoPc-TFPN

As revealed from experiments, light irradiation facilitates elec-
trochemical activation of CO2 molecules over the phthalocya-
nine COF catalyst because the current density increases under
light irradiation.26 Thus we anticipate that, for the phthalocya-
nine MoPc-TFPN under study, light irradiation can enhance the
electron transfer to the adsorbed N2, thus benetting the
reduction of N2. The spin-polarized electron band structures of
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957 | 19955
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the MoPc-TFPN are presented in Fig. 8(a). It is seen that the 2D
MoPc-TFPN monolayer is an indirect band gap semiconductor
with the band gaps of 1.39 and 1.00 eV for the two spin chan-
nels. As the PBE function always underestimates the band gap
of semiconductors, the HSE06 function was used to verify the
polarized gaps which gave the band gaps of 2.00 and 1.39 eV for
spin-up and spin-down respectively. The electron–hole inter-
actions also regulate the optical properties. Especially,
numerous studies pointed out that pristine COF polymers
usually have a high exciton binding energy which severely
hinders the charge hole separation.60,61 Fig. 8(b) depicts the
spatial distributions of the electrons and holes in MoPc-TFPN
where electrons and holes are effectively separated. In detail,
the valence bandmaximum (VBM, the holes) states are localized
at the ligand of the MoPc-TFPN, while the conduction band
minimum (CBM, the electrons) states are mainly located at the
Mo and N atoms of the inner side.

Light absorption ability is another key factor in the efficiency
of photocatalysts.62–65 To initiate the photocatalytic N2 conver-
sion to NH3, the photocatalyst should possess a strong capa-
bility to harvest solar light, especially the ultraviolet and visible
regions. Considering this, we further calculated the light
absorption spectrum of MoPc-TFPN from the complex dielectric
function calculated at the DFT-HSE06 level. As shown in
Fig. 8(c), the MoPc-TFPN exhibits remarkable absorption in the
visible light region and extends to infrared light. Moreover, the
energies of the rst absorption peak agree well with the band
gap of 1.35 eV from the HSE06 function, validating the accuracy
of the theoretical strategy employed in this work.

For photoxation of nitrogen, the ideal catalysts should have
suitable band edges that match the N2/NH3 potentials.57,66,67

Light irradiation can excite electrons from the VBM to the CBM
which are further transferred to adsorbed N2. As shown in
Fig. 8(c), the negative conduction band position CBM (�0.82 V
vs.NHE) of MoPc-TFPN is higher than the initial potential of N2/
NH3 (�0.24 V vs.NHE), while for the VBM, it is located below the
H+/H2 potential for the spin up bands. These results indicate
that MoPc-TFPN has the capability of light absorption which
can assist N2 conversion under visible-light irradiation.53

Combining the three features of highly electron–hole sepa-
ration, wide light absorption ranges and appropriate band edge
positions, the MoPc-TFPN is theoretically predicted to have
high solar conversion efficiency, which is believed to greatly
assist the NRR reaction.

Besides MoPc-TFPN, we have also considered other 2D
TMPc-TFPN COFs with TM ¼ Sc–Zn, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Ag. Our
calculations showed that, except Mo, these TMPc-TFPN COFs
have either weak N2 adsorption capability with positive DGN2 or
large DGN2H� DGN2 values (>0.74 eV), thus resulting in low NRR
catalytic activity. Therefore, only MoPc-TFPN stands out from
the 2D TMPc-TFPN COFs as a promising NRR electrocatalyst.

4. Conclusions

To summarize, through rst principles theory calculations, we
rationally designed 2D MoPc-TFPN single-atom catalysts which
exhibited remarkably high catalytic activity and excellent
19956 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 19949–19957
selectivity for the N2 xation and reduction reaction under
ambient conditions. This catalyst has a considerably small
onset potential of�0.24 V and follows the distal mechanism for
the conversion of N2 to NH3. The onset potential is further
reduced to �0.21 V when considering the enthalpy correction
and solvation effect. The origin of the high NRR catalytic activity
of MoPc-TFPN can be elucidated by the “acceptance–donation”
mechanism. More importantly, the efficient electron–hole
separation and appropriate band edges account for the high
light-absorption of MoPc-TFPN, which could be benecial to
improve the electrocatalytic efficiency of the NRR by light irra-
diation. This work offers a rational design for advanced
sustainable NH3 production and can potentiate 2D semi-
conducting nanostructures for highly efficient catalysis.
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